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stage in die development of British taste. There was keen contro-
versy,1 but the innovators were ably championed in the press,
and the holding of a second post-impressionist exhibition in 1912
confirmed their influence.  Meanwhile the popular interest in
painting was being steadily widened and deepened by the growth
of public art-galleries.   In 1903 the National Art Collections
Fund was formed, to which so many famous acquisitions have
since been due. Before long it was to have a hard task saving
British-owned masterpieces from going to the United States,
under the double urge of death duties in England and acquisitive
millionairedom in America. Holbein's Duchess of Milan hangs in
the National Gallery to-day, because in 1909, when the duke of
Norfolk wanted £72,000 for it and the treasury would only con-
tribute £10,000, the National Art Collections Fund stepped in,
and found an anonymous donor of £40,000 to make up the
deficiency then outstanding. But in 1911, when an American
offered Lord Lansdowne £100,000 for Rembrandt9s The Mill,
nothing could save it, and one of the three or four finest landscape
paintings in the world left England for ever.   In 1912 other
Rembrandts only less important were sold by Lord Wimborne
to the same American for £200,000; and again nothing could
be done. The action of these wealthy noblemen in ignoring the
national loss which their sales involved may be variously
estimated. Minor art-treasures crossed the Atlantic in a stream.
Meanwhile the National Gallery, which in 1911 had been
enlarged by five rooms, received in 1912 the great Layard
Collection, the most valuable bequest till then ever made to it.
Music continued to develop rapidly.  Any comparison of a
typical London orchestral programme in 1910 or thereabouts
with those of a quarter of a century earlier will show, by the form
no less than by the contents, what a long advance in musical
appreciation had been made by audiences, at any rate in the
metropolis. Even opera went ahead. It remained (all of it, that
is, which was performed with adequate orchestras) on its exotic
society-function basis; but in the last years of the period it
reached under Sir Thomas Beecham higher standards of musical
interest than it had ever had in England before. In a permanent
* Even Sargent took sides against the new-comers. Of the pictures in the first
exhibition he wrote: "The fact is that I am absolutely sceptical as to their having
any claim whatever to being works of art, with the exception of the pictures by
Gauguin that strike me as admirable in colour—and in colour only.'

